AP Chemistry Summer Work
• Memorize all of the ions on the common ion sheet below. Some people
accomplish this through flash cards or a quizlet; some people find an online resource (see below). Expect to have a quiz on the common ions
within the first few days back. For the quiz, I will give you the ion name
and ask you to write the correct symbol and charge. For ions with
alternative names, I have highlighted in yellow the one(s) to learn.
• It is also required that you review the following topics from Chapters 1-3
and 7-9 in your Modern Chemistry textbook (or any standard chemistry
textbook or on-line resource), so we can get off to a quick start in August:
o Matter and its properties (chemical vs. physical, extensive vs.
intensive)
o Elements vs. compounds vs. mixtures
o Chemical vs. physical change
o Periodic table – arrangement, groups, periods, etc.
o Units of measurement and conversions
o Significant figures
o Atomic structure; isotopes and notation
o Avogadro’s number and the mole; mole conversion problems
o Chemical names and formulas
o Oxidation numbers
o % composition, empirical formulas and molecular formulas
o Writing and balancing chemical equations
o Types of chemical reactions (synthesis, decomposition, etc.)
o Stoichiometry – including mass-mass problems, limiting reactants,
and % yield
• A great on-line resource is “Science Geek,” which can be found at
http://www.sciencegeek.net/APchemistry/APtaters/directory.shtml
The multiple choice quizzes in UNIT 1 (only) will help you brush up on
many of the topics above. The quizzes in Chapters 1 and 2 are particularly
effective in helping you review ions, naming and formula-writing, and
balancing equations. For the topics involving calculations, such as
empirical formulas, % composition, stoichiometry, and limiting reactant
problems, your textbook or another on-line resource such as Khan
Academy might be preferable.

